
We’re here to help!
For more information and for order enquiries contact your local sales representative:

CARIBBEAN SALES MANAGER
Tom Cane
Email: tom.cane@harpercollins.co.uk 
Tel: +44 (0)7557 188 350

CARIBBEAN SENIOR SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Josh Matthews
Email: josh.matthews@harpercollins.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)7825 116305

Collins Atlases  
and Maps  
for Caribbean 
Schools

Free  
classroom  

poster  
inside

ANGUILLA & ST. MAARTEN
Dawn Reid
Coral Reef Bookstore
Email: coralreefbooks@anguilla.net
Tel: +1 (264) 462 6657

ANTIGUA & MONTSERRAT
Barbara Arrindell
Best of Books
Email: barbaraarrindell@yahoo.com 
Tel: +1 (268) 562 3198

BARBADOS
Christere DeFreitas
Email: christeredefreitashc@hotmail.com 
Tel: +1 (246) 253 1640

BELIZE
Mickey Craig
The Book Center
Email: books@btl.net
Tel: +501 227 7592

DOMINICA
John Lewis
Jays Ltd
Email: jay@cwdom.dm 
Tel: +1 (767) 448 4024

GRENADA
Michael Philbert
Email: Philbert_m@yahoo.com
Tel: +1 (473) 449 6876

GUYANA
Lloyd Austin
Austin’s Book Services
Email: austins@guyana.net.gy
Tel: +(592) 227 7395

JAMAICA
Kevin Fullerton
Email: kevinfullerton.collins@gmail.com
Tel: +1 (876) 823 6034

ST. KITTS & NEVIS
Antonio Wilson
St. Kitts School Apex Cooperative 
Society Ltd
Email: schoolsapex@hotmail.com
Tel: +1 (869) 465 5125

ST. LUCIA
Petal Nathaniel-Delice
Nathaniel’s Books Ltd
Email: petflav@hotmail.com
Tel: +1 (758) 459 0248

ST. VINCENT
Telbert Samuel
Jujube Books
Email: jujubebooks@gmail.com
Tel: +1 (784) 456 1599

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Keith Khan
Keith Khan’s Books Etc.
Email: kkhan@booksetc.net 
Tel: +1 (868) 6532665

TURKS & CAICOS
Claudette Clare
New Age Book Centre
Email: newage174@yahoo.com
Tel: +1 (649) 245 6827

TITLE ISBN PRICE

Collins Caribbean Wall Map 9780008300401 £7.99

The Times Map of the World 9780008158538 £8.99

Collins Social Studies Atlas for the Caribbean 9780008152260 £6.50

Collins Social Studies Alast for Jamica 9780008298678 £9.99

Collins Student Atlas for the Caribbean 9780008214326 £13.99

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Sample Copies: We offer sample copies to schools who would like to review our titles for adoption. Our samples are free of charge, 
without postage charge and without a request to return them to us. We reserve the right not to send a sample copy if we believe it is not 
being reviewed for adoption. If you would like to request a sample copy please contact us at collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

Prices: Prices are correct at the time of going to press. Collins reserve the right to change these prices without further notification. 

www.collins.co.uk/caribbeanschools 



Explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping

Collins Caribbean Wall Map
Fully updated colour wall map of the Caribbean showing information about  
each country including capital cities, towns, roads, major rivers and mountains.

NEW

9780008300401

The Times  
Map of the World
The Times Atlas has been regarded as the 
world’s most prestigious and authoritative 
atlas for over 120 years, now available in 
a handy map format.

9780008158538



As the publisher of some of the most trusted atlas resources, Collins offers atlases ideal for teaching 
learners atlas and map reading skills as well as about the world around them. Highly illustrated with 
clear pictorial symbols, they provide the ‘hook’ for a lesson with a variety of activities.

Age  
4+

Collins Social 
Studies Atlas  
for Jamaica
This brightly illustrated atlas is 
designed to support social studies – 
including map skills, early geography 
skills, plus history and heritage topics – 
at upper primary and lower secondary 
levels in Jamaica.  Content has been 
developed to support the learning 
objectives for social studies in the 
National Standards Curriculum for 
grades 4 to 9.

• Up-to-date and easy-to-use mapping and statistics for key Jamaican 
topics, with content developed in association with the MONA 
Geoinformatics Institute

• Reference and thematic mapping of the countries within CARICOM 
as well as the broader Caribbean region, covering key regional 
topics and challenges

• Maps are fully supported with illustrations, photographs and data

9780008298678

Age  
9+

9780008152260

Collins Social Studies Atlas 
for the Caribbean
This atlas is presented in an engaging full-colour format 
with clear, easy-to-use maps prepared specifically to 
support social studies – including map skills and early 
geography skills – at upper primary and lower secondary 
levels throughout the Caribbean.

• Up-to-date reference and thematic mapping of the 
countries within CARICOM as well as the broader 
Caribbean region 

• Supporting facts and statistics allow country-by-country 
comparisons

• Thematic maps of the Caribbean region cover key regional  
topics and challenges 

• Photographs, data tables and graphs are used throughout to enhance learning

Collins Student Atlas  
for the Caribbean
This Student Atlas provides comprehensive coverage of the 
Caribbean islands, gulfs and bays and focuses on accurate 
mapping of all the Caribbean countries. Thematic maps 
of individual countries and the Caribbean region address 
topics specific to the CSEC® Geography syllabus.

• Up-to-date reference and thematic mapping, useful 
statistics and an extensive index

• Topics include population, climate, economy, industry, 
trade, tourism, history and the environment

• High quality satellite imagery, which has been selectively 
used within the special topic or study areas, supports  
data on the maps and 
is used to illustrate key 
environmental issues

• Perfect combination of 
reference maps, special 
topic maps and satellite 
images

9780008214326

Age  
14+

Age  
9+

CSEC® is a registered trademark 
of the Caribbean Examinations 
Council (CXC®)

NEW

NEW


